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Abstract:- The objectives of this research are (1) to study reputation management in the digital age (2) to study the relationship of public relations in framing public opinion, and the impact on business compliance to be applied in the current business this research is quantitative research. Using the random sampling method, is a total of 1,000 people in Bangkok. Random sample of 515 people in Bangkok the tool used to collect data is a questionnaire. The statistics used in this research are the percentage (percentage) to measure the personal characteristics of the respondents, the mean (Mean) and standard deviation. (SD.) and analysis of Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation. The results of the research found that there is a relationship between public relations in the preparation of the public opinion framework (Y₄) and the impact on business compliance. To be connected within the current commerce, it was found that the Promoting Open Relations (MPR) procedure of the declaration (X₁₄) had a P-value of 0.000. Includes a esteem less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Organizing events or uncommon exercises (X₆) features a P-value break even with to 0.000. Encompasses a esteem less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Organizing community exercises (X₄) features a P-value. Rise to 0.000 is less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Exercises that have a influential nature (X₅) Exercises or activities that appear Mindful of social and environmental obligation (X₇) features a P-value of 0.000, incorporates a P-value of 0.000, encompasses a esteem less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05) That’s, dismiss the essential speculation H₅ and acknowledge the auxiliary theory H₁. This may be composed within the shape of relapse investigation as takes after: Y = -0.430 + 0.308(X₁₄) + 0.573(X₃)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Notoriety administration within the computerized age plays a significant part in forming open conclusion and maintaining business consistency [1][2][3]. It is clear that the move to a modern trade worldview emphasizes the noteworthiness of intangible resources, especially trade notoriety, as a key competitive advantage [4]. The think about highlights the significance of adjusting logical hypothesis with viable applications to bridge the crevice between hypothesis and hone in notoriety management [5]. Besides, online notoriety administration on computerized stages presents challenges such as data speed and control, emphasizing the require for viable communication strategies to oversee notoriety successfully. Generally, open relations experts ought to use present day hypothetical approaches, investigate strategies, and down to earth involvement to create and keep up positive notorieties within the computerized time.

Notoriety administration within the computerized age plays a pivotal part in forming open supposition and keeping up trade consistency [6][7][8]. It is highlighted that notoriety could be a key figure impacting competitiveness and showcase esteem, emphasizing the require for organizations to construct and reinforce their notoriety among stakeholders [9]. The ponder more focuses out that overseeing notoriety on advanced stages brings challenges such as data speed and control, requiring successful communication procedures to explore these complexities [10]. Moreover, the investigate underscores the significance of adjusting hypothetical approaches with commonsense applications to bridge the hole between reputation administration hypothesis and current hones. By and large, compelling notoriety administration within the advanced period not as it were impacts open discernment but too impacts commerce supportability and development. The concept of straightforwardness in Open Organization plays a pivotal part in forming legitimate relations, contributing to accomplishing correspondence, reasonable competition, and oversight, eventually upgrading open certainty and validity [11][12]. Within the domain of exchange arrangement detailing, law based sets have been appeared to lock in in more liberated exchange compared to sets including totalitarianisms, highlighting the significance of decision-makers’ inclinations in forming exchange relations [13]. Furthermore, the ideal money related arrangement in little open economies without commitment gadgets emphasizes the importance of residential cost soundness over controlling terms of exchange to move forward national welfare, particularly when considering the restrictions forced by the successful lower bound on ostensible intrigued rates [14]. These bits of knowledge emphasize the complex transaction between straightforwardness in organization, exchange consistency, and financial arrangement choices in forming the flow of present day administration and worldwide relations. These days, our lives are encompassed by innovation, which has ceaselessly advanced and created for a long time It is additionally in line with what is happening
increasingly each day, to be specific information, which is developing and is an critical component for collecting, putting away, and utilizing it for benefits in numerous distinctive ranges, making data.

And nowadays we'll get to know Administration data system (MIS). We can see that MIS may be a framework that gives the data that administration needs. Since it is information that has been changed over into data. This permits administrators to utilize that data to form choices, arrange, arrange, control, and proceed operations of the organization or organization. Both in insights and trade organization accurately. In arrange for the organization's operations to be effective This may be summarized as the most work of a administration data framework in two ways: collecting information from different sources, both interior and exterior the organization, together in a precise way to handle the data effectively. To get data that makes a difference bolster operations and administration of the administration data framework components in arrange to get point by point or productive data. Such as summarizing comes about, analyzing, arranging, the administration data framework ought to comprise of the taking after critical parts: devices for making the administration data framework. It is the fundamental structure that creates the framework work effectively. Management Information System MIS – Stands for Management Information System. As the name implies, MIS is a system that generates and provides Information to Management, for the purpose of managing and improving the business processes. It is a component based system that provides data and required information to management for supporting and enabling them in their decision making process. To accomplish its task, any Management Information System needs the following components: Hardware: Connects with the core processes and captures and stores all required relevant data Software: Processes the data, converts them into usable information and reports Data: Is required by the management to generate reports and analyze the processes People: At different levels of authorization to view and modify records or information to represent sensible and interpretable information.

Employments of Administration Data Frameworks MIS could be a vast and complex point and plays an awfully critical part in today’s™ world. There are numerous aspects and employments of a Administration Data Framework. Many of them are: Choice bolster Framework: Surveys various alternatives, based on quantitative and qualitative parameters characterized and set within the framework. DSS helps clients in choosing the proper elective and making the foremost advantageous choices. Human Asset Data Framework: Collects and stores information approximately representatives of an organization. HRIS creates reports related to representative compensation, yearly execution evaluation, Organization structure etc. Client Relationship Administration: Collects deals and client data. CRM creates reports like Deals slant, Showcase Bushel Examination (Examination on items that are sold together) etc., which bolsters the DSS to require trade choices.

Public relations strategies for marketing (Marketing Public Relations :MPR)
- Announcement (Publication)
- Organizing events or special activities (Event)
- Presentation of news (News)
- Organizing community activities (Community Involvement Activities)
- Use specific media that can reflect Corporate identity (Identity Media)
- Activities that have a persuasive nature (Lobbying Activity)
- Activities or actions that show See social and environmental responsibility (Social Responsibility)

Fig.1. Management Information System (MIS) Structure.

Fig.2. The Communication Mix.

➤ Research Objectives
Research study on The Reputation Management in the Digital age: the role of public relations in framing in public option and its impact on business consistency has set important objectives as follows:
- To study reputation management in the digital age
- To study the relationship of public relations in framing public opinion, and the impact on business compliance to be applied in the current business this research is quantitative research.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The Using the random sampling method. is a total of 1,000 people in Bangkok. Random sample of 515 people in Bangkok the tool used to collect data is a questionnaire. The statistics used in this research are the percentage (percentage) to measure the personal characteristics of the respondents, the mean (Mean) and standard deviation. (SD.) and analysis of Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation. The apparatuses utilized within the investigate are Survey by collecting information from open relations techniques for showcasing (Showcasing Open Relations: MPR) counting 1).
Declaration (Distribution) 2). Organizing occasions or extraordinary exercises (Occasion) 3). Showing news (News) 4). Organizing community exercises (Community Inclusion Exercises) 5). Utilizing particular media that can reflect Corporate personality (Personality Media). 6). Exercises that have a influential nature (Campaigning Action) 7). Exercises or activities that appear Seeing social and natural obligation (Social Duty) that influences the picture of commerce organizations (Corporate Picture) by implies and utilize the survey as (Survey) which has been made agreeing to the points of the inquire about. The inquire about concept system was built up and operational definitions were utilized to get data on entrepreneurs’ conclusions. Employing a rating scale of 5 levels. Public relations strategies for marketing (Marketing Public Relations: MPR)

- Announcement (Publication)
- Organizing events or special activities (Event)
- Presentation of news (News)
- Organizing community activities (Community Involvement Activities)
- Use specific media that can reflect Corporate identity (Identity Media)
- Activities that have a persuasive nature (Lobbying Activity)
- Activities or actions that show See social and environmental responsibility (Social Responsibility)

### III. RESULTS

Analyzing the relationship between reputation management in the digital age: the role of public relations in shaping public opinion the impact on business compliance was based on Pearson correlation coefficient analysis. (Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation)

#### Table 1 Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Marketing Public Relations (MPR) (X)</th>
<th>Business organization image (Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.611***</td>
<td>.636**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News (X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.584**</td>
<td>.590**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Involvement Activities (X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.507**</td>
<td>.517**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Media (X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.539**</td>
<td>.547**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying Activity (X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.530**</td>
<td>.538**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **significant of level 0.01

The results of the research found that Pearson correlation coefficients between reputation management in the digital age: The role of public relations in shaping public opinion. The impact on business alignment ranged from .532 to .674. It can be considered that the public relations strategy for marketing (Marketing Public Relations: MPR) in news presentation Organizing community activities In terms of using specific media that can reflect the organization’s uniqueness. Activities that are persuasive ** significant of level 0.01

### IV. DISCUSSION

The results were discovered in this study.

- Relationship between public relations in the preparation of the public opinion framework and the impact on business compliance. To be applied in the current business, it was found that the Marketing Public Relations (MPR) strategy of the announcement had a P-value of 0.000. Has a value less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Organizing events or special activities has a P-value equal to 0.000. Has a value less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Organizing community activities has a P-value. Equal to 0.000 is less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05) Activities that have a persuasive nature Activities or actions that show Aware of social and environmental responsibility has a P-value of 0.000, has a P-value of 0.000, has a value less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05).

- That is, reject the primary hypothesis H0 and accept the secondary hypothesis H1. This can be written in the form of regression analysis as follows: Y=-0.430 + 0.308(X1) + 0.573(X3).

### V. CONCLUSION

Relationship between public relations in the preparation of the public opinion framework and the impact on business compliance. To be applied in the current business, it was found that the Marketing Public Relations (MPR) strategy. Organizing events or special activities. Organizing community activities. Activities that have a persuasive nature Activities or actions that show Aware of social and environmental responsibility.
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The results of testing the relationship between marketing public relations strategies (Marketing Public Relations (MPR)) found that the marketing public relations strategies (Marketing Public Relations (MPR)) of the announcement (X1) had a P-value of 0.000, with a value less than 0.05. (0.000 < 0.05) Organizing events or special activities (X2) has a P-value of 0.000, is less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05) Organizing community activities (X3) has a P-value
of 0.000, is low. Over 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05) Activities that are persuasive (X₆) Activities or actions shown Seeing social and environmental responsibility (X₇) has a P-value equal to 0.000, has a P-value equal to 0.000, has a value less than 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05), that is, rejects the main hypothesis H₀, accepts the secondary hypothesis H₁, which can be written in the form Regression analysis can be done as follows: Y = -0.430 + 0.308(X₃) + 0.573(X₅).
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